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ABSTRACT

The focus of this paper is to identify anomalous spatial windows using clustering-based methods. 
Spatial anomalous windows are the contiguous groupings of spatial nodes which are unusual with 
respect to the rest of the data. Many scan statistics-based approaches have been proposed for the 
identification of spatial anomalous windows. To identify similarly behaving groups of points, 
clustering techniques have been proposed. There are parallels between both types of approaches, 
but these approaches have not been used interchangeably. Thus, the focus of the work is to bridge 
this gap and identify anomalous spatial windows using clustering-based methods. Specifically, the 
authors use the circular scan statistic-based approach and DBSCAN-density-based spatial clustering 
of applications with noise to bridge the gap between clustering and scan statistics-based approach. 
They present experimental results in US crime data. The results show that the approach is effective 
in identifying spatial anomalous windows and performs equal to or better than existing techniques 
and does better than pure clustering.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

The focus of this approach is to identify anomalous spatial windows using clustering-based methods. 
Anomalous spatial windows (Shi and Janeja 2009, Janeja and Atluri 2008, Das and Schneider 2007) 
are formed by a set of contiguous spatial nodes which are unusual with respect to the rest of the data. 
Many scan statistics based approaches (Kulldorff 1997, Kulldorff et al. 2007) have been proposed to 
identify such windows. Clustering on the other hand is used to identify similarly behaving groups of 
nodes. There are many parallels in these two classes of techniques. For example, the spatial circular 
scan statistic method (Kulldorff 1997) scans the region with a circular shape while intrinsically is 
looking for spatial proximity, which some clustering methods also look for. However, scan statistics 
based methods do not look at the similarity of other attributes as clustering methods would do. In 
this paper, we bridge this gap between scan statistic methods and clustering methods. There is a huge 
amount of work done in scan statistics as well as in clustering. But scan statistics type framework has 
not been applied to clustering methods yet, to discover spatial anomalous windows.

In this paper, we examine if the framework of anomaly detection could be applied to the spatial 
clustering methods. Particularly, we focus on adopting a density based clustering method (Ester et al. 
1998) to identify spatial anomalous windows. Density is an intuitive way to represent spatial nodes. 
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We use the density-based clustering method because it is very similar to the existing spatial circular 
scan statistics. Density based methods use the concept of dense neighborhoods to identify clusters 
which is similar to circular scan statistic (Kulldorff 1997) based method. Circular scan statistics 
uses a circle of a particular radius, as a starting point and then expands the circle to scan the region. 
Similarly, density-based clustering method uses a circular neighborhood which is preset and remains 
fixed. We apply the variable circular scan window to density-based neighborhood.

Motivating Domain: Location has a very significant impact on crime in the United States. While 
some places are nearly free of serious crime, others are plagued by some of the highest crime rates. 
It is therefore clear that the risk of being victimized by crime in the United States varies greatly 
from one location to another. Hence, we aim to find a group of locations that is unusual as compared 
to the rest of the data. Usually, the crime rankings that are available are based on cities of various 
populations, metropolitan areas or states. The ‘crime rate’ is considered to rank the spatial units 
(cities, metropolitan areas, or states). However, these rankings/approaches do not identify contiguous 
neighborhoods which are high in a particular type of crime say, murders. What we aim to find is a 
group of contiguous nodes or neighborhoods, instead of just individual spatial unit, which are unusual 
with respect to the rest of the data.

Scan statistics based methods can be used to address this problem. Similarly, there are several 
clustering methods that can be used to identify unusually shaped clusters. However, they do not identify 
the unusual nature of the clusters as compared to the rest of the data. Thus, we modeled clustering as 
a scan statistics problem to bridge the gap between clustering and scan statistics framework.

We specifically take DBSCAN-Density based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise 
(Ester et al. 1998), as our clustering model. DBSCAN is an established spatial clustering method 
that has acquired good results and reviews in literature (Janeja and Palanisamy 2012, Han 2005) 
and has several recent uses (Mungekar et al. 2021, Shaojun et al. 2022, Sheridan et al. 2020, Xie 
and Shekhar 2019) showing that it has proven the test of time. It relies on a density-based notion of 
clusters, which is designed to discover clusters of arbitrary shape. Hence, we adapt DBSCAN to find 
unusual shaped spatial windows and identify if these windows are unusual with respect to the rest of 
the data. DBSCAN addresses several limitations of scan statistics based methods.

In circular scan statistic based method (Kulldorff 1997) some locations that are actually 
anomalous might not be identified as anomalous because they do not fall in the circular scan window. 
Conversely, some locations that are not anomalous might be recognized as anomalous because they 
fall in the circular scan window (Tango 2021). This lowers the accuracy of the method. We address 
this limitation by retaining the density reachable feature in the DBSCAN algorithm that helps identify 
windows with unusual shapes.

We make the following key contributions:

• We bridge the gap between scan statistics based approach and spatial clustering method,
• We present algorithms for univariate data that find arbitrary shaped anomalous windows,
• We present several variations on the algorithms to adapt the DBSCAN parameter settings so that 

we do not have to provide a single value for the input parameters,
• We present detailed experimental results in real world crime datasets for each of the variations 

of algorithms as well as for circular scan statistic based method (Kulldorff 1997) and DBSCAN 
(Ester et al. 1998), to illustrate the efficacy of our approach. In addition, we validate our ðndings 
with certain known crime trends in these real world datasets, indicating the efficacy of our 
approach. Our results indicate that we generally attain equal or high accuracy as compared to 
the scan statistics based approaches and higher accuracy than pure clustering approach, in real 
world crime data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work in the areas of 
density based clustering and spatial scan statistics. We also discuss some background of the approaches 
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that we adapted. In section 3, we discuss our methodology for density based spatial anomalous window 
discovery using brute force and efficient method and outline multiple variations of algorithms. In 
section 4, we discuss detailed experimental results for all our algorithms in US crime data. Finally, 
in section 5, we summarize our work and discuss future work.

2. BACKGRoUND AND ReLATeD WoRK
Circular based Scan Statistic Method: Spatial scan statistics is used to detect the anomalies in a spatial 
region. This is done by imposing windows on the spatial region and identifying a group of contiguous 
nodes. One well accepted approach is the circular scan statistic approach (Kulldorff 1997). Let us 
say there are some spatial nodes dispersed in space and each node is associated with the attribute of 
interest such as number of robberies and the base attribute such as the total population. A circular 
window is centered on each node in the region. For each node, the radius of the window is varied 
continuously from zero to some upper limit specified by the user. The circular window varies the 
radius to capture the most anomalous window. Likelihood ratio for each of these windows is computed. 
It is important to note that nodes within each circle are a potential anomalous window (Janeja and 
Palanisamy 2012, Kulldorff 2010). Finally, a window with the maximum likelihood ratio is selected 
as the most unusual spatial window.

DBSCAN (Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise): Clustering is the task 
of grouping the objects of a database into meaningful subclasses (clusters) so that the members are 
as similar as possible whereas the members of different clusters differ as much as possible from each 
other. DBSCAN relies on a density-based notion of clusters which is designed to discover clusters of 
arbitrary shape (Ester et al. 1998). We first discuss the input parameters of DBSCAN. This algorithm 
needs two input parameters, viz. ε (Epsilon) and Minimum Points (Minpts). For our work, we use 
spatial nodes so we will refer to this as Minimum Nodes (Min-nodes) henceforth. ε is the radius defined 
to identify the neighborhood in which the minimum number of nodes are to be found, for this to be a 
sufficiently dense circle. DBSCAN was first discussed in 1998 since then several variations and uses 
of this algorithm have been discussed. Recent works have used DBSCAN for several applications 
such as crime analysis (Mungekar et al. 2021), fault diagnosis (Shaojun et al. 2022), flight anomaly 
detection (Sheridan et al. 2020), robust clustering (Xie and Shekhar 2019). These recent papers show 
the test of time for the DBSCAN clustering method.

Other Related Work: Clustering is a key technique used to find groupings in the data. Most of 
the clustering techniques like DBSCAN, OPTICS and (Harel and Koren 2001) identify the major 
groupings in the data but fail to identify the unusual ordered groupings. Thus, clusters are formed 
but we cannot conclude if any of the clusters is necessarily unusual as compared to the rest. Other 
outlier approaches identify individual outliers with respect to the rest of the objects in the dataset. In 
addition, the other approaches do not identify unusual group of objects nor do they quantify them. 
Recent approaches (Emadi 2018, Zhang 2018, Amarbayasgalan 2018) have used density based 
methods for anomaly detection in various applications.

Traditional outlier detection approach is not suitable for discovering unusual group of objects 
and they do not identify and quantify the anomalous window (Ester et al. 1998, Alimohammadi et al 
2022). Scan statistic is a proven technique (Naus 1965) for discovering the set of unusual continuous 
nodes and quantifies them by calculating local statistic (Youngser et al. 2010) for each window. 
Kulldorff et.al. proposed a spatial and spatio-temporal scan technique by scanning the spatial region 
using the circular or cylindrical (for spatio-temporal data where the height is the time frame) window 
(Kulldorff 1999). In the Poisson based model (Kulldorff 1997), they compare the number of cases 
inside the circle with the number of cases outside the circle. The proposed approach takes the location 
and case information as an input and finds the high or low rate incidences in the given single domain 
dataset. While spatial scan statistics is a well-received technique, it also has some major issues in 
terms of identifying free form, flexible and irregular shaped anomalous windows (Tango 2021). We 
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propose to use DBSCAN to address this challenge so the cluster shapes can determine the shape of 
the anomalous window rather than including surrounding areas in the circular shaped scan windows.

3. ANoMALy DeTeCTIoN WITH DBSCAN (ADD)
In this section, we present our approach to discover spatial anomalous windows by adapting the 
DBSCAN clustering technique. We propose a class of algorithms called Anomaly Detection with 
DBSCAN (ADD).

3.1 ADD (Anomaly Detection with DBSCAN)
We adapt the traditional DBSCAN algorithm to detect spatial anomalous window. The traditional 
DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al. 1998) expands the core node cluster by finding the density reachable 
nodes. In our approach shown in figure 1, we first form the clusters by finding only the directly density 
reachable nodes. Within the directly density reachable region for each core node, we find several 
sub-sets of potentially anomalous windows by taking combinations. We then form unions from these 
combinations to find bigger, potentially anomalous sub-sets in the neighborhood.

As discussed in section 2, the DBSCAN algorithm needs two input parameters, viz. ε (Epsilon) 
and Minimum Nodes (Min-nodes). In the traditional DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1998) algorithm these 
parameters have to be provided as an input. For our purposes, we use variations to how the input 
parameters are provided to our (ADD) anomaly detection with DBSCAN algorithm.

In the basic ADD approach, we first find all core nodes using pure DBSCAN algorithm and 
identify each node’s corresponding neighbors. We call this set as “Core Node and Neighbors Set”. 
Next, we generate a “Combination Set” by generating combinations based on Core Node and Neighbors 
Set. Then, we form unions to generate “Union sets”. Each of the entries in these sets forms a spatial 
window or what we refer to as ‘scan window’. We compute the test statistic for each scan window, 
in all these sets. Then, we report the scan window with the highest value of the test statistic. This is 
our spatial anomalous window. We present the algorithm 1 for ADD in Appendix A and next outline 
each step in detail.

3.1.1 Find Core Nodes and Their Neighbors
We first define a spatial node:

Definition 1: [Spatial Node] (Janeja and Palanisamy 2012) S is a set of spatial locations {s1,…..,sn} 
which we call as Spatial Nodes where each spatial node si is associated with coordinates {six, siy} 
i.e. longitude, latitude and non-spatial attributes{ai1,….,aik}.

Figure 1. ADD approach
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One or all these non-spatial attributes are called “attribute of interest” referred to as in which 
we want to measure the unusualness.

We first find all the core nodes and their corresponding neighbors i.e., all the nodes that fall in 
the ε neighborhood of the core nodes using the basic DBSCAN algorithm. Example: Suppose that 
there are six spatial nodes in space viz. s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6 and the input parameters are: ε = 1 km and 
Min-nodes = 2.

We start traversing the region with a spatial node. For example, let us say we start with node s1. 
Spatial nodes s1, s2, s3 lie in node s1’s ε neighborhood i.e., within 1 km distance from s1 as shown in 
figure 2 (a). Thus, s1 is a core node. Similarly we visit other points, as shown in figure 2 (Youngser 
et al.) and (c).

We call the set of core nodes and their neighbors as ‘Core Node and Neighbors Set’. Each core 
node represents a scan window as well. In addition, each of the scan windows comprising of contiguous 
nodes in the ‘Core Node and Neighbors set’ is a potential anomalous window. The Core Node and 
Neighbors Set for our example is shown in table 1 below. Note that node s5 is not listed in the table 
as it is not a core node, but we do consider every node as its own window, so it will form the window 
as well. Now, we use these core nodes and their neighbors to generate other potential anomalous 
scan windows which may be subsets or supersets of these windows provided they are contiguous.

We define an anomalous scan window as:

Definition 2: [Anomalous Window] (Janeja and Palanisamy 2012Given a set of spatial nodes S, an 
anomalous window aw = {s1, . . ., sm},where aw S and each si, sj sw are spatial nodes and there 
exists spatial relationship sr(si, sj), such that aw deviates from S-aw in terms of non-spatial 
attribute of interest .

We refer to the horizontal entries in the table as ‘scan windows’ throughout this paper. The core 
and Neighbor set is discovered using the basic DBSCAN algorithm.

Figure 2. Example of finding Core Node

Table 1. Core nodes and neighbors sets

          S. No           Core nodes           Neighbors

          1           s1           s2,s3

          2           s2           s1,s4

          3           s3           s1,s6

          4           s4           s2

          5           s6           s3
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3.1.2 Generate Spatial Windows
In this step, we generate the Combination Set and Union Sets that comprise of potentially anomalous 
spatial windows using the methods explained below. We outline the entire process, in the figure 3:

3.1.2.1 Generate Combinations
In this sub-step, various scan windows are obtained by generating combinations of nodes from Core 
Node and Neighbors Set. The newly formed Set is “Combination Set”.-There are two ways to do this 
(a) brute force: by checking for combinations and then checking if they are contiguous nodes, and 
(Youngser et al efficient. We discuss here an efficient way to do this

In theory, what we want is the core node to be a part of every combination we make. By doing 
this, we ensure that all the nodes in a combination are neighbors i.e., they are contiguous. Because 
we account for the contiguity of nodes while making combinations, there is no pruning required here 
as in the brute force approach.

As shown in figure 4 (a), we first combine core node (s1 with s2); then core node (s1 with s3); 
and then core node (s1 with both s2 and s3). Effectively, we take all possible combinations of only 
neighbors and add the core node to the combination to ensure contiguous spatial nodes.

Similarly, figure 4 (Youngser et al shows how all the combinations are obtained for the second 
scan window from the Core Node and Neighbors Set. Similarly, we visit all the scan windows in the 
Core Node and Neighbors Set, to generate combinations. We eliminate duplicates before adding the 
combinations to the ‘Combination Set’.

Figure 3 (c) shows all the combinations after eliminating duplicates. We call this the ‘Combination 
Set’. It is important to note that there will be only one ‘Combination Set’. We present the algorithm 

Figure 3. Summary of Generation of All Sets
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2 to generate the ‘Combination Set’ by taking combinations of scan windows from Core Node and 
Neighbors Set in Appendix A.

3.1.2.2 Form Unions
The second sub-step in generating spatial windows is forming unions as shown in figure 5. Unions 
are formed using two scan windows in a set at a time. This sub-step is an iterative process until the 
stopping condition is reached and hence multiple Union Sets could be generated in this sub-step.

In the process of forming unions, we compare every single scan window with all the subsequent 
scan windows in the given set and take a union (unique nodes) from each. These newly formed unions 
are the candidate scan windows for the final Union Set and potentially anomalous. We check if each 
newly formed scan window already exists in any of the previous sets or in the new Union Set (being 
formed). If it exists, we ignore it and move on to check the next scan window. If it does not, we add 
it to the new Union set. We continue to do so until the stopping condition is reached. This process is 
illustrated in the block diagram below:

We explain the process of forming unions as well as the stopping condition with the help of 
example below.

Figure 4. Example of Efficient Method

Figure 5. Checks applied after a new scan window is formed by Union
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Example: We first consider scan windows 1 and 2 from the Combination Set as shown in figure 
6 (a) below. They consist of nodes (s1, s2) and (s1, s3). We take union of both i.e., nodes (s1, s2, s3). We 
check if this new scan window (s1, s2, s3) already exists in the Core Node and Neighbors Set or the 
Combination Set. It does in the Combination Set and hence we move on to compare scan windows 
1 and 3. As shown in 6 (Youngser et al.), we then take union of scan window 1 with 3 and all the 
subsequent scan windows; form intermediate scan windows and add to the final Union Set only if 
the new scan windows do not exist in any of the previously made sets.

Next, we compare scan window 2 in the Combination Set with all the subsequent entries, to form 
unions. We compare each scan window only with the subsequent scan windows because comparing 
scan window 1 with scan window 2 or comparing scan window 2 with scan window 1 would both 
result in the same union. Hence, to avoid computation and clear-cut duplicates, we compare a given 
scan window only with subsequent scan windows. Thus, we compare all the scan windows with 
subsequent scan windows in the ‘Combination Set’ to obtain “Union Set 1”. Subsequent Union Sets 
if any are formed by taking Unions of scan windows from preceding Unions Sets. The figure 3 (d) 
shows intermediate unions (with duplicates removed) obtained from the Combination Set and figure 
3 (e) shows the final Union Set 1 obtained after applying checks.

We repeat the process of forming unions until there are no more scan windows to be added to the 
subsequent Union Set. Thus, we reach the stopping condition. This is similar to the apriori method 
for generating frequent item sets (Agrawal et al. 1993).

Figure 3 (f) above shows the intermediate unions formed from ‘Union Set 1’ and after applying 
checks we see in figure 3 (g) that there are no scan windows to be added to ‘Unions Set 2’.

Thus, the stopping condition for the process of generating Union Sets is when there remains no 
window to be added to the subsequent Union Set. At this point, all possible windows of contiguous 
nodes have been accounted for. The entire process of finding the ‘ Core Node and Neighbors Set’, 
‘Combination Set’ and ‘Union Sets until the stopping condition is reached is represented in figure 
3 above.

We present the algorithm to form unions in algorithm 3 in Appendix A
We next check if each of the windows is anomalous by computing the unusualness test statistic.

3.1.3 Compute Unusualness Test Statistic (λ) for each Scan Window
We then compute a test statistic λ for each of the scan windows, in the Core Node and Neighbors Set, 
Combination Set and all the Union Sets. For the Scan window sw the test statistic λsw = (/)/(/) where 
is the value of our behavioral attribute of interest for the spatial nodes within the scan window and is 

Figure 6. Example of Forming Union
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the total population of the spatial nodes within the scan window. and are their corresponding values 
outside the scan window which are computed by (− ) and (− ). is the total value of our behavioral 
attribute of interest and is the total population.

For example, in the crime motivating example, ‘murders’ or ‘combined crime’ are our attributes 
of interest and base attribute is the total population of the region. This test statistic λ indicates the 
degree of unusualness of the scan window as compared to the rest of the data outside of the window in 
terms of the attribute of interest. The higher the λ, the greater is the unusualness of the scan window. 
The scan window with the highest test statistic λ is ranked as the most anomalous window.

For our example above, we compute λ for all the scan windows shown in table 2.
Next we report the maximum of all the λ’s computed and its corresponding scan window. As 

discussed above, this will be the most unusual window, or the anomalous scan window as defined 
below.

Definition 3: [Anomalous Scan Window] (Janeja and Palanisamy 2012Given a set of scan window 
SW = {sw1,….,swz}and their associated test statistics λ, the anomalous window is the one with 
maximum λ (λmax).

For the variations of our ADD approach, we also report the ε and/or Min-nodes at which λmax is 
found. We next discuss variations of the ADD approach. The different algorithms differ in how we 
vary the input parameters and are shown in Appendix A algorithm 4,5,6 where we depict the changes 
to the basic algorithm in blue color.

VE-ADD (Variable Epsilon): only the ε is varied keeping the Min-nodes fixed. λmax is the 
maximum value of test statistic across all variations of ε’s.

VM-ADD (Variable Min-nodes): only the Min-nodes is varied keeping the ε fixed. The important 
thing to note here is that λmax is the maximum value of test statistic across all variations of Min-nodes.

VEM-ADD (Variable Epsilon, Min-nodes): both ε and Min-nodes are varied. The important 
thing to note here is that λmax is the maximum value of test statistic across all variations of ε’s as 
well as Min-nodes.

ED-VE-ADD (Euclidian Distance based with Variable Epsilon): This variation and its algorithm 
are the same as the VE-ADD, except that the Euclidian distance metric is considered while computing 
the ε neighborhood. In all the above variations, the distance between two nodes is computed in 
Kilometers. In the ED-VE-ADD approach, the Euclidian distance between all the 4 variables (viz. 
X, Y, attribute of interest, base population) is computed.

We next discuss the detailed experimental results.

Table 2. Name of set and number of scan windows

          Name of Set           Number of Scan Windows

          Core Node and Neighbors Set           5

          Combination Set           7

          Union Sets           4

          Individual Nodes           6

          Total           22
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4. eXPeRIMeNTAL ReSULTS
We report results obtained from experimental data as described below, and then compare and evaluate 
our methods with existing methods in clustering (Ester et al. 1998 and circular anomalous window 
detection method (Kulldorff 1997.We first describe our dataset and then discuss our experiments 
and results in details.

4.1 Datasets
The dataset used for this paper is the ‘Communities and Crime Data Set’ (Redmond 2011This dataset 
combines socio-economic data from the 1990 US Census, law enforcement data from the 1990 US 
LEMAS survey, and crime data from the 1995 FBI UCR. For us to be able to compute the ratio-
based test statistic to find the anomalous window, we got the unnormalized data from Dr. Redmond.

This dataset has 2215 instances of communities data across the US. Many of the counties and 
state codes have missing values, rendering only 991 instances to be useful. We aggregated these 
instances at the county level. Thus, we have 301 instances of counties for about 26 states. United 
States is divided into 4 regions and sub-divided into 9 smaller divisions (US_Census_Bureau We base 
our experiments mainly on the Middle Atlantic division comprising of the states of New Jersey, New 
York and Pennsylvania, and the South Atlantic division comprising mainly of District of Columbia, 
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Virginia(US_Census_Bureau

Out of the 284 attributes containing socio-economic data, we use only the violent and property 
crime attributes, apart from the identifiers and base population.

We also obtained the geographical co-ordinates of counties from (FIPS_Codes.We ran our 
experiments for all the 8 crime types –‘combined crime’, as our univariate variable. Our input file 
is in the format x co-ordinate, y co-ordinate, behavioral attribute of interest (combined crime), and 
population. We ran our experiments for the following 6 sub-parts for combined crime.

Adapting pure DBSCAN for comparison: Apart from the new approaches that we mention 
in section 3, we modify the pure DBSCAN algorithm by adding the test statistic computation to it 
and testing its efficiency as an anomaly detection algorithm. The test statistic is first computed for 
directly density reachable nodes (DDR). Then, as new nodes are added to the cluster in the process 
of expansion, the test statistic is computed for the directly density reachable nodes as well as the 
density reachable nodes (DDR and DR).

Table 3. Regions for which experiments are conducted

Region Name Number of Nodes

NJ Northern 10

NY Northern 12

NY Southern 16

PA Allegheny 13

PA Rest (All except Alleghany) 16

VA Southern 17
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4.2 Results
The results are discussed as follows:

• We present detailed maps for two regions here, showing the windows that each of the algorithms 
picked as most anomalous.

• We also present and discuss the experimental results for all regions based on accuracy, precision, 
recall and time. The accuracy is based on MQ Press (MQ_Home which publishes books on crime 
rates health care, education and other categories. We use the most dangerous city-wise crime 
rankings published by them (Crime_RankingsHowever, it is important to note that we use this 
simply as a test bed and not as a clear indication of a location being high in crime. For this, more 
domain input is needed.

• In each of the above we present comparative results with DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1998and circular 
spatial scan statistic based method (Kulldorff 1997

4.2.1 Anomalous Windows
Following each of the comparative maps are tables that show λmax, ε at which λmax was found, min and 
max ε for the experiments, for each of the algorithms. We also present the value of (log likelihood) 
test statistic for circular scan statistic along with the radius at which the circular window was found.

We want to point out that we obtain similar results with different variations for VE, VM and 
VEM-ADD. For each region, we obtained the ε at which we get λmax using the VE- ADD approach. 
In the VM-ADD where ε is fixed, we used the ε that we obtained in the VE-ADD. Varying the Min-
nodes does not make much difference because increasing the Min-nodes does not satisfy the core 
node criteria of ε neighborhood. Thus, if the density of a region is fairly uniform, VM and VEM-ADD 
converged at the same value of ε as VE-ADD.

We found that the variation in ε produces the most difference. Since results of VE, VM and VEM 
are the same, we represent all of them as a single result block. For space constraints we discuss map 
based results of only NJ and VA segment of the data.

Figure 7. Anomalous windows and related numbers for NJ northern region
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For the NJ Northern region, shown in figure 7, we see that all the algorithms except circular 
scan statistic based method get similar results finding counties of Essex, Hudson, Passaic, Union, and 
Bergen as the most anomalous window. Circular scan statistic based method finds only Essex and 
Hudson as the most anomalous. The anomalous window for this region based on CQ Crime Ranking 
consists of cities belonging to counties of Essex, Hudson, Passaic, and Union.

For VA Southern region, shown in figure 8, consisting of GA and FL, we see that all algorithms 
except DBSCAN find Duval County, FL to be the most anomalous. DBSCAN finds Muscogee, GA 
and Norfolk, VA to be the most anomalous (shown by red arrows in the above figure). According to 
the CQ Crime Ranking, Duval County is the most anomalous

4.2.2 Accuracy/Precision/Recall and Validation with Crime Rankings
CQ- Congressional Quarterly (formerly Morgan Quitno) (MQ_Home MQ_acquiredpublishes the 
top 200 safe US city rankings every year. This is based on combined crime and not on any one crime 
type. This is the reason we discuss the results of only combined crime here. We referred to the list 
published in 1995 (Crime_Rankingsand used only the bottom 100 cities which are potentially the 100 
most dangerous cities. For our experimental purposes, the cities found in these 100 are considered 
as known anomalies. We compare the results of our combined crime experiments for all the regions 
with these known anomalies and determine the accuracy matrix. We have not used the FBI website 
as the source of the data is FBI UCR and it would be a circular reference.

In this sub-section, we present and discuss the Accuracy, Precision and Recall numbers for 
different datasets, run for different algorithms. These metrics allow us to compare in a standardized 
manner the improvement in detection of true anomalies in the data as compared to other methods 
and baselines from crime rankings. We analyze the results with the help of graphs that follow the 
tables 4, 5, 6.

Figure 8. Anomalous windows and related numbers for VA southern region
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In terms of accuracy (figure 9), precision (figure 10), and recall (figure 11), we can see that our 
algorithms consistently perform equal or better than DBSCAN. We also perform equal or better than 
circular scan statistic based method across all the datasets except for NY Southern and PA Allegheny.

Table 4. Accuracy

Algorithm NJ 
Northern

NY 
Northern

NY 
Southern

PA Allegheny PA Rest VA 
Southern

VE-ADD 90% 91.67 87.50% 76.92% 100% 70.58%

VM-ADD 90% 91.67% 87.50% 76.92% 100% 70.58%

VEM-ADD 90% 91.67% 87.50% 76.92% 100% 70.58%

ED-VE-ADD 90% 91.67% 87.50% 100.00% 100% 70.58%

DBSCAN 90% 83.34% 75% 69.23% 75% 64.70%

Circular Scan 80% 91.67% 100% 84.61% 100% 70.58%

Table 5. Precision

Algorithm NJ 
Northern

NY 
Northern

NY 
Southern

PA Allegheny PA Rest VA 
Southern

VE-ADD 80% 100.00% 0.00% 25.00% 100% 100.00%

VM-ADD 80% 100.00% 0.00% 25.00% 100% 100.00%

VEM-ADD 80% 100.00% 0.00% 25.00% 100% 100.00%

ED-VE-ADD 80% 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100% 100.00%

DBSCAN 80% 50.00% 20% 0.00% 0% 50.00%

Circular Scan 100% 100.00% 100% 0.00% 100% 100.00%

Table 6. Recall

Algorithm NJ 
Northern

NY 
Northern

NY 
Southern

PA Allegheny PA Rest VA 
Southern

VE-ADD 100.00% 50.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 16.00%

VM-ADD 100.00% 50.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 16.00%

VEM-ADD 100.00% 50.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 16.00%

ED-VE-ADD 100.00% 50.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 16.00%

DBSCAN 100.00% 50.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 16.00%

Circular Scan 50.00% 50.00% 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 16.00%
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Figure 9. Accuracy

Figure 10. Precision

Figure 11. Recall
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The precision and recall numbers for NY Southern for the circular scan statistic are both 100%. 
This means that circular scan statistic based method successfully detected the known anomaly ‘Albany’. 
Our algorithm failed to identify ‘Albany’ but identified ‘Tompkins’ county as anomalous, hence 
our precision and recall are both 0%. What is interesting here is that ‘Tompkins’, which is highly 
unusual according to our approach, has a very large proportion of the total population as the attribute 
of interest, which is combined crime. Circular scan statistic based method finds ‘Albany’ to be the 
most unusual window and ‘Tompkins’ as the secondary window. Thus, both are reported by circular 
scan statistic based method. We do not compare all the secondary anomalies found by circular scan 
statistic based method, but looking only at this, we conclude that the anomalous window discovered 
is influenced by which test statistic is used.

Secondly, we see that the accuracy for PA Alleghany, shown in figure 12, for the circular scan 
statistic based algorithm is about 85% while for our algorithms it is about 77%. The accuracy matrix 
for our algorithm and circular scan statistic based algorithm is presented below:

We see that despite our approach correctly identifying the one known window, our accuracy is 
lower. Conversely, though circular scan statistic based algorithm does not identify the one known 
window correctly, its accuracy is higher. This is because, though circular scan statistic based algorithm 
fails to identify one known anomaly, it correctly identifies the non-anomalies as N–N cell in the 
table, represented by the number 11 in figure 12. On the other hand, apart from correctly classifying 
the known anomaly, our algorithm identifies only 9 non-anomalies correctly out of 12. Thus, our 
accuracy is lower. But, if we look at the precision and recall numbers, both are 0 for circular scan 
statistic based algorithm, for PA Alleghany. Recall is 100% for our algorithms for correctly classifying 
one window. For this region, the ED-VE-ADD variation does better than our approach because it 
correctly classifies the known window as well as the non-anomalies, and does not misclassify any.

Thus, we see that our algorithm consistently does equal or better than others in most datasets. 
DBSCAN does not perform as well as VE/VM/VEM-ADD but incorporating the λ computation 
makes it a better anomaly detection algorithm. Even if the accuracy of circular scan statistic based 
algorithm is better in some places, it is either because of the difference in selection of test statistic or 
because the non-anomalies were correctly classified. However, overall, our algorithm does a better 
job at discovering the known anomaly.

4.2.3 Time
We present a comparison of the time taken for each approach to complete in figure 13. Almost all the 
algorithms finished within a second. Some of them took about 2 minutes to complete. ED-VE-ADD 
for PA Rest and VA Southern took the most time, about 8 hours and 4 hours respectively to run. This 
is because they have the greatest number of input nodes amongst other regions and moreover since 
we did not know the ε at which it found λmax beforehand (for Euclidian distance), we varied the ε 
from a very low value to very high value.

Figure 12. Accuracy Matrix for PA Alleghany
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The graphs in figure 14 for time have been plotted not considering the run times for the ED-VE-
ADD approach. The graphs show that our algorithms take a little longer to run as compared to the 
DBSCAN and the circular scan statistic approaches.

5. CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURe WoRK
In this paper, we proposed an approach to bridge the gap between scan statistics based methods and 
clustering techniques for the discovery of spatial anomalous windows. Our method utilized the well-
studied DBSCAN approach to identify spatial anomalous windows.

Figure 13. Time for execution

Figure 14. Graphs for time not considering ED-VE-ADD run time
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Our results indicated that we effectively bridged the gap between scan statistics based approach 
and spatial clustering method. We presented several variations on the algorithms to adapt the DBSCAN 
parameter settings so that we do not have to provide a single value for the input parameters. We 
presented detailed experimental results in real world crime datasets for each of the variations of 
algorithms as well as for circular scan statistic based method (Kulldorff 1997and DBSCAN (Ester et 
al. 1998to illustrate the efficacy of our approach. In addition, we validated our ðndings with certain 
known crime trends in these real world datasets, indicating the efficacy of our approach. Our results 
indicated that we generally attain equal or high accuracy as compared to the scan statistics based 
approaches and higher accuracy than pure clustering approach, in real world crime data.

One major limitation is that we presented our algorithms for univariate data that find arbitrary 
shaped anomalous windows, however, we need to expand this to multivariate data. Additionally, 
we consider a univariate test statistic; however, in the future we would like to compare results of 
multivariate test statistics. In this paper, we looked at only one test statistic to compare anomalous 
behavior. It would be interesting to see the comparative outcomes of various test statistics in the 
discovery of anomalous windows. Lastly, we would like to study the results of this approach applied 
to other real-world datasets beyond the crime domain.
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APPeNDIX A - ALGoRITHMS

The getCombinations method is called for each scan window in Core Node and Neighbors Set. We 
outline the algorithm for getCombinations from lines 7 to 12 in algorithm 4 below. In line 11, we 
keep the core node in each scan window as ‘prefix’ and take all the possible combinations of the 
neighbors. As discussed above, we add this prefix (core node) to the combinations of neighbors to 
ensure contiguous spatial nodes. Line 16 eliminates duplicates before finally adding the newly made 
scan windows to the Combination Set. ‘allowedWindowSize’ on lines 3 and 17 is the maximum 
size of scan window that is allowed. Here, we set it to half the size of the nodes. The circular scan 
statistic also uses a similar technique to limit cluster size. Unlike circular scan statistic though, there 
is no penalty on large scan windows when forming the Core Node and Neighbors Set. Any number 
of points that fall within an ε neighborhood for a core point form a scan window
In this algorithm ‘i’ is the scan window which is compared with all the ‘j’ subsequent scan 
windows. Unions are formed and checks applied from lines 17 to 21. As in combinations, we use 
‘allowedWindowSize’ to limit the size of the scan window.

https://www.census.gov/geo/www/us_regdiv.pdf
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Figure 16. Algorithm 2: Generate combinations

Figure 15. Algorithm 1: Anomaly detection with DBSCAN (ADD
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Figure 17. Algorithm 3: Form unions

Figure 18. Algorithm 4: VE-ADD
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Figure 19. Algorithm 5: VM-ADD

Figure 20. Algorithm 6: VEM-ADD
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